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Control conditions were introduced through the trial of Mesmerism in Paris. Placebo controls became codified standard in 1946. Although seemingly unchallenged, there are various problems with this received view. The notion of a placebo is only defined from the negative. A positive notion proposed that placebo effects are effects owing to the meaning an intervention has for an individual. Thus, placebo effects are individualized, whereas standard research paradigms reveal only grossly averaged behaviour. Also, placebo effects are context sensitive, dependent on psychological factors such as expectancy, relief of stress and anxiety, and hence can generate strong and long-lasting treatment effects. These, however, are not predictable. Such a situation can lead to the efficacy paradox: sometimes, sham interventions can be more powerful than proved, evidence-based treatments. This situation has methodological consequences. Placebo-controlled randomized trials reveal only part of the answer, whether an intervention is effective. This is valuable information for regulators, but not necessarily also for patients and of limited value for providers. Hence, I have argued that we need to complement the hierarchical model of evidence by a circular one, in which various methods are employed on equal footing to answer different questions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been part and parcel of therapeutic arts since time immemorial that active pharmacological ingredients are only one element in the therapeutic process. The other side is provided by the psychology of the patient who has to believe that what is being done or given to him is helpful, and that the healer knows his business and is trustworthy [1]. This can be already seen in Plato’s dialogue Charmides, where Socrates points out that the pharmacology is only half of the treatment, and that a spell of the soul—a psychotherapeutic or psychosomatic intervention we would say today—is just as important, if not more so:

‘when he asked me, whether I knew the remedy against headache . . . [I answered] it is in fact a leaf; but in addition to the remedy a certain sentence had to be said, and only if that was spoken with its application, the remedy would cure completely; without the sentence however the leaf was useless . . . Therefore, let no one persuade you to treat his head with this remedy who was not previously willing to present his soul to be also treated by you with your words . . . And you, if you are willing to present your soul according to the teachings of this foreigner to have it cured by the words and sentences of this Thracian, then I will also present the remedy for your head; else I don’t know what I could do for you, my dear Charmides.’

[2, 155e3–157c7]
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One contribution of 17 to a Theme Issue ‘Placebo effects in medicine: mechanisms and clinical implications’.

It is only in quite recent times that we think we can, even have to, neglect this individual psychological and psychosomatic receptive action on the part of the patient. We think that what the recipient of a therapeutic action, the patient, thinks, feels, believes, fears, expects, hates or dreads is irrelevant, by and large, to the effectiveness of our therapeutic action. At least in theory we think this is how it should be. This research paradigm follows the classic line of reasoning of pharmacology. It was born out of a long tradition which I would like to highlight in this paper. But it also makes a few crucial assumptions that are probably wrong. The research around the placebo effect demonstrates this, and, more importantly, how wrong the assumptions actually are. This research points out the most important weakness in the mainstream picture: it degrades the patient, who really is an agent, into a passive recipient of therapeutic manipulation and stipulates that the active side of the patient, his or her psychology, his or her decisions, is largely irrelevant for therapeutic success. While this might be true for acute interventions and life-saving activities of emergency medicine, it is probably wrong for most other branches of medicine, especially for functional and chronic, as well as psychological disorders. These make up an important part of the typical modern medical case load. I suggest that we neglect the agency of our patients at our peril. For one, we do not harness the important powers of self-healing that arise from our patients’ psychological collaboration with a treatment. Secondly, we over- or underestimate treatment effects. We underestimate them if and when a strong non-specific component of
psychological treatment effects accompanies interventions that are comparatively mild in their active ingredients, such as in complementary and alternative medical interventions. We overestimate them if pharmacological ingredients are strong but either do not work well enough in large patient groups or only at the cost of strong side effects. The placebo effect points out the cracks in our conceptual edifice of efficacy and effectiveness. The paradoxes it leads us into also suggest a way forward: to not only conceptualize efficacy as net-effect against placebo, but also as general effectiveness. This would mean seeing research methods as complementing each other in a circular fashion, rather than as hierarchically building upon each other.

This is the argument I wish to lay out in this paper. Before we can do that systematically, we need to cast a brief glance on the history of the notion and the methodological consequences.

2. HISTORY OF THE NOTION

It has been pointed out that the word ‘placebo’ is derived from the Latin Psalm phrase ‘placebo domino in regione vivorum—I will please the Lord in the land of the living’ ([3], p. 116.8). This psalm was traditionally sung at the deathbed and part of the Christian mourning rite. During the later middle ages it became customary that semi-professional wailing women were employed to sing those psalms, whence the notion of ‘placebo’ as a substitute for the real thing. During the pre-pharmacological age it was quite customary to distribute sugar pills or other pharmacologically ineffective substances to sooth the patient, to test for ‘real illness’, or to placate people, when no real effective treatment was known [4]. Following this tradition, giving ‘placebos’ came to mean giving a weaker substitute for the real treatment, knowingly deceiving a patient by providing suboptimal treatment, and finally a sham or ineffective treatment [5].

To understand the rise of the pharmacological paradigm and the history of the blinded trial it is necessary to go back to an important period in the history of therapy: the time when Franz Anton Mesmer (1734–1815) propagated his theory of animal magnetism [6]. He stipulated that all diseases arise from the misdirected flow of an eteric substance, which he called ‘animal magnetism’. This he conceived in analogue to material magnetism to be an invisible life force that is normally aligned, and in diseased people disarranged. He claimed to rearrange it by certain strokes and circulations using magnetic rods in and around the ‘field’ of magnetism that was supposed to surround a person. He quickly became the therapeutic prodigy of his age. Having settled in Paris he opened clinics, one for poor and one for rich people, in which huge barrels with magnetized water were placed. Iron rods protruded from them, and patients grasped those rods and held each other by the hands in long chains, while a chamber orchestra played music in the background. This was probably the first holistic psychosomatic treatment in modern history. Patients were cured of all sorts of diseases and Mesmer’s reputation as a miraculous healer spread far and wide. He even convinced the dean of the medical faculty of the University of Paris, d’Esilon. This led to the Académie Française conducting an official trial in 1884, the first one in history where blinding was employed. Contrary to many textbook descriptions, it was not Mesmer himself who was tested, but d’Esilon volunteered as the magnetist. Using magnetic passes, he was able to induce hysterical fits in a woman, simply by passing his magnetic rod around her in a certain fashion. However, when a curtain was placed between the magnetiseur and the test person, nothing happened. The committee concluded that animal magnetism was not proved as such, but that the phenomenon was obviously owing to the rapport between the magnetiseur and his patient [7–10].

This experience laid the foundation for the insight into the power of suggestion, hypnosis and psychological rapport between therapist and patients. The whole school of French hypnotists developed out of this tradition testifying to the power of the therapeutic relationship, the strength of hypnotic suggestion and the therapeutic value of such interventions. Ultimately, Flournoy, Jung, Bleuler and Freud who laid the ground for a modern type of psychological therapy cannot be understood without this hypnotist movement [11,12].

Out of it came the insight of how powerful suggestion is, and that if one wants to see how a therapeutic component works without its psychological ramifications and contexts, it needs to be tested blind and separated from this context. The curtain of the mesmerist trial became the blind of the modern pharmacological trial. But how to effectively blind? One has to employ a decoy strategy that resembles the real one in all aspects except that which is supposed to be the active ingredient. Here, the methodological reasoning is married to the older tradition of applying placebos: only placebo substances can do that. They are interventions that carry therapeutic contexts, but no active pharmacological ingredients [7]. But by the same token, a decisive precondition is implicitly codified: that it is possible, useful, even necessary, to think of therapeutic interventions in terms of additive elements that can be taken apart and put back together at will without losing the overall picture. The additivity stipulation arises from this type of reasoning.

The first blinded pharmacological studies were conducted by homeopaths and their critics in Nuremberg 1835: volunteer doctors took homeopathic natrum muriaticum (table salt: sodium chloride) in a dilution or potency of C30 (i.e. $10^{-60}$) or unmedicated sugar globules [13]. This and other early blinded experiments of homeopathy [14] were largely inconclusive, but introduced placebo controls into medical methodology. The first blinded psychological experiment was conducted by Peirce & Jastrow in 1884 [15]. They tested the sensory discrimination threshold of volunteers estimating tiny amounts of weight differences. Blinded, placebo-controlled experiments in pharmacology were postulated and exemplified by Martini in the 1930s [16], and finally taken into medical mainstream methodology when the first blinded trial was conducted during the Streptomycin trial on tuberculosis in 1948 [13], and finally codified in the Conferences on Therapy [17,18].

In a winding history, the insight into the power of psychological suggestion and hypnotic intervention and the therapeutic application of placebo substances...
with no known pharmacological value were married to a new and powerful methodology: blinded trials. It has to be borne in mind that only indistinguishable placebos make blinding possible and only blinding can make use of placebo treatment as controls. Add to this Fisher's statistical methodology that introduces randomization and appropriate statistical theory, and the modern placebo-controlled trial is born.

Out of that history we learn one important lesson: the attempt to isolate the 'true' component of therapy comes at the cost of tearing a therapeutic system apart and partitioning a whole into allegedly separable entities: there are psychological effects of hypnosis, suggestion, expectation, etc. These are considered in this paradigm as 'bad guys' who need to be controlled. The placebo is meant to do this. More importantly, this stipulates that only material, pharmacological effects are really interesting. These are the 'good guys' that remain if everything else is eliminated by the control procedure. It is very important to highlight at this point the artificial nature of this set-up. Apart from injecting pharmacological substances into unconscious or sleeping people, there is no actual therapeutic situation where such a set-up is really happening. Every therapeutic intervention is always an interaction between a provider and a patient. Every patient is by definition and default an agent as well. He or she comes with his whole psychological make-up, expectations, history, fears and hopes, attitudes and beliefs. To assume that these are all irrelevant and that they do not, in any real and important way, interact with pharmacological interventions is a dangerous abstraction that is borne of the artificial partitioning of the therapeutic situation within the placebo-controlled trial. There are only a few studies that have actually tested this assumption, and all of them show that it is wrong [19].

This conundrum has been prolonged by unfruitful definitions of the placebo effect until comparatively recently.

3. NOTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

The most recent and least heeded definition is that by Moerman, Brody and Jonas that defines placebo effects as 'effects due to the meaning of an intervention' [20–22]. This definition is an important improvement on older attempts. It stipulates that

— placebo effects are in fact effects (not chimeras),
— they are due to individual factors that comprise the meaning an intervention has for a particular patient, and
— this implies, as a consequence, that they reflect the individual psychology of a patient. Thus, they are, by default, not controllable or amenable to manipulation in a paradigmatic framework asking for average effects.

It is surely possible to take the individual psychological situation of a patient into account, for instance, in a close therapeutic encounter, in psychotherapy, or by a good family physician who has known a patient for a long time. This is exactly the art of individualized therapy. However, in a research setting where average effects are studied, where a purported true effect of an intervention is the only interesting target, individual perception of the situation, individual psychology is, technically speaking, error variance that cannot be actively used, but only controlled for. This is made explicit by the definition of Moerman, Brody and Jonas. This definition brings in the semiotic perspective.

(a) The placebo as a semiotic paradigm

Let us digress here to really appreciate the significance of this move. Medicine has grown accustomed in the latter half of the twentieth century, and more so with the genetic and neuroscientific focus of the last decade, to understand itself purely in terms of natural science, according to the cause–effect relationships that govern these domains. Hence the pharmacological paradigm is also, basically, mechanistic: you put a pharmacological agent into the system and, provided your knowledge is complete enough, it will affect a particular change in the system, blocking or facilitating certain receptors with a comparatively predictable result. The range of the effect will be affected by some individual factors like enzymatic efficiency and clearance from the system. Hence pharmacological agents are, in principle, causal agents that are amenable to therapeutic manipulation. The relationship is, logically speaking, a bivalent relationship with some intermediate factors intervening that can be, eventually, controlled. Figure 1 illustrates this situation.

The semiotic perspective turns this image upside down. Semiotics is the science of signs, their meaning and effect. Saussure, starting from linguistics, and Charles S. Peirce, the same Peirce that conducted the first blinded experiment [15], are considered the founding fathers [23–25].

For Peirce, causal relationships of the type described in figure 1 were a special and 'crystallized' case of a more general paradigm of signs and signification. In other words, for Peirce signs are a more general and encompassing category that includes causes, or causes are a specific group of signs with very restricted meaning that are only valid in special cases, where the system has no degree of freedom to react otherwise, for instance, in strongly closed physical systems. In order to understand this, it is useful to consider Peirce's theory of signs briefly. A sign is something that stands for something else, namely an object that it signifies. It generates in a recipient a certain understanding or

\[ \text{pharmacological agent, cause} \]

\[ \text{therapeutic effect} \]

\[ \text{individual factors, perturbations, to be clarified or controlled} \]

Figure 1. Cause–effect relationship between pharmacological agent and effect. Individual factors are conceived as perturbations that need to be controlled or clarified. The relationship between cause and effect is bivalent with only two elements.
meaning. The recipient then acts according to the meaning it perceives. In the words of Peirce himself:

‘A Sign, or Representamen, is a First which stands in such a genuine triadic relation to a Second, called its Object, as to be capable of determining a Third, called its Interpretant. (2.274)’

‘A sign or representamen, is something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, it creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign. That sign which it creates I call the interpretant of the first sign. The sign stands for something, its object. (2.228)’

Thus, an object is not just an agent. But in nearly all, except the ‘crystallized’ cases of sheer necessity, an object is represented by a sign, which Peirce calls a ‘First’. Objects, as a rule, can become signs for recipients, because these recipients have minds and can interpret signs. Hence Peirce calls the meaning that is produced by these objects, via their sign character, an ‘interpretant’ or the ‘meaning’ of the sign that is created in the mind of the recipient.

To clarify this relationship by a few examples: a poster that I see next door to my home announcing a concert tomorrow is not a cause that causes me to go to the concert. It is a sign that stands for something else, namely the concert. It creates a meaning in my mind. If I am free, have the desire to experience some music and the music it announces suits me, I will go. If it announces some kind of music that I am not interested in, say heavy metal, I would not go, because the meaning it creates is not meaningful to me at all. But it might be meaningful to my son, who likes heavy metal and hence might go. In other words, the sign mediates the object to the recipient. The meaning I receive from a poster announcing a heavy metal concert is different from the meaning my son perceives. But even though we might have different meanings attached to the very same poster signifying the very same event, if I do not go to the concert, but my son does, the poster is not a cause. Else it would cause everybody, uniformly, to do something. It is a sign. It can only operate via the meaning it creates. If the poster is badly designed, even my son might not go to the concert, because the meaning generated is not consonant with his expectations. And even though we both might perceive the same poster, he wanting to go, me not, we might both not go because we have agreed to eat together in a restaurant the same evening. The meaning a sign creates and the propensity to act on this meaning is thus always dependent on a potentially infinite list of internal states of a recipient. Thus, signs always create meanings of an individual nature.

Now, the meaning that is created by the poster can itself become a sign for another object in me or in my son. It can represent, for instance, my desire to not go out and remind me of the fact that I have not had a quiet evening with my wife for a long time. The meaning of this situation may then be to go home and not do anything that very evening. In that sense, in a Peircean view all those triadic relationships between objects and meanings mediated by signs can be concatenated and, in principle, the whole world represented as a series of signs that stand for objects that have certain meanings for individual recipients. These meanings can again become objects, which are signs that convey certain meanings and so forth.

In such a view, semiotics not only becomes a particular analysis of signs and their meaning, but a paradigm of viewing regular relationships in the world. The important point is: there is no such thing as strict causation except in very artificial, exceptional experiences, when the meaning of a situation is so overdetermined that it can only be seen as one particular meaning. For instance, if a hitman pulls the trigger of a gun, the bullet will shoot out and hit the target, if aimed for correctly. There is no signal, there is no multiple meaning, there is just an object that has one meaning, or cause and effect. Likewise, if the hitman threatening me with a loaded gun wants my money I will give it to him, because I do not want to be shot. For me, the gun has then taken a very particular meaning, namely a threat to my life, which I have very little leeway to react on but to comply. In that sense it has become a cause that has a very specific effect: me handing over my money. However, suppose I was a very skilled martial arts fighter, and suppose that my specialty is grabbing at guns pointed at me, I would then have two options, and suddenly the very same loaded gun takes on a different meaning. I could hand over my money, because the gun means a threat to my life, as it normally does. Or I could grab it lightning quick, because I perceive its meaning as a provocation to self-defence.

Thus, signs can provoke various types of meanings, depending on the state, the history, the present well-being and the inner milieu of the recipient. All this is taken together in the Peircean term ‘meaning in the mind of a receiver’.

Now, this is pretty clear for humans who have minds. It is very interesting to note here that Peirce, and later on others, started to see that in fact this is true for most of the biological world [25,27,28].

In biology, a lot of examples can be found [29]. For instance, a hungry cat will try to catch a butterfly, and so will a young, playful one. But an old or a satiated cat will not stir even though a butterfly may fly across its very mouth. The sign character of the butterfly depends on the cat’s state. Sometimes, a butterfly signifies ‘prey’, sometimes ‘play’, sometimes nothing. Likewise, a moving human being will become a signal for attack, for instance, for a bull defending a herd of cows, but a human being that stands stock still will be ignored, as he or she is not a sign for the bull at all (except, of course, if the bull has been alerted otherwise). The whole of the natural sciences could be reformulated as a semiotic discipline, and the movement of bio-semiotics is trying to achieve just that [30].

Thure von Uexküll [31–35] has frequently pointed out that the only way of really making sense of medical treatment is a biosemiotic approach. This means bringing the Peircean perspective to medicine. In such an approach, diseases become signs for complex processes of disturbance in an organism that have a certain meaning that needs to be understood by the physician. Likewise, medical interventions are not causes that are applied to a machinery, the body, with a certain effect to be produced. Rather, they are complex signs that stand for complex objects—the causal part of medical interventions, the
caring environment, the social agreement to help the sick, the historical tradition that led to a well-functioning healthcare system, the scientific paradigm that has fostered certain interventions, and so forth. And they create complex meanings in patients. The decisive thing now is that the meaning that is created is highly individual. It surely, most of the time, contains some causal element, for instance, the pharmacological property of an agent. But on top of this, there is a wide range of meanings attached to it that are created in the mind of the recipient, the patient. If, for instance, the patient has had bad experiences with injections, an injection will trigger different meanings than if previous experiences were good. If the patient holds the opinion that interventions will likely be more effective the more painful and invasive they are, then injections will surely be better than pills.

Thus, the individual meaning of a medical intervention is dependent on culture, historical background and individual history. In the context of medical treatment, there is always some objective component to every treatment. This is the causal, physical side. But there is also a strong individual component, be this individual physiological-enzymatic efficiency or individual psychology. At any rate, the semiotic perspective denotes that medical interventions are not causes, but signs for active organisms. Such organisms interact with their environment and are not just automatons that react to causes. The placebo effect is the phenomenological indication of this, and the semiotic reconstruction reintroduces agency into the medical theoretical enterprise. Meaning is, after all, quite an individual thing, and what for one patient may signify rescue from catastrophe may be a sure sign of doom for the next. Only a recipient that generates meaning also has the potential freedom to act in different ways. The semiotic analysis of the placebo effect points to this freedom to act in various ways. This is schematically depicted in figure 2.

The placebo effect is exactly the epistemological and theoretical junction where the insufficiency of the mechanistic model for understanding therapeutic phenomena becomes obvious. Any intervention has a certain individual meaning attached to it, as long as patients are conscious and psychologically active, i.e. as long as they are agents. And this meaning component can interact with the physiological-objective properties of an intervention in various ways: it can enhance the action, it can block it, or it may even act in a way that potentially beneficial interventions become laden with negative effects, in which case we speak of nocebo-effects, negative placebo effects [36]. This is also the reason why the study of placebo effects is not only of peripheral interest, but also of foundational-paradigmatic importance for medical theory building.

(b) Other notions
This also explains why previously held notions are not really useful. They define placebo effects either in tautological terms (‘Placebo effects are non-specific effects produced by placebos’) [3,37], or in terms of a causal-theoretical framework as ‘incidental effects’, i.e. effects that are not really intended by an intervention [38,39]. While the latter approach has some merits, it means that whenever a theory changes, all effects that had been placebo effects previously suddenly become ‘real’ later on, or depending on what is intended and how some intervention is viewed, something might be a placebo sometimes or real on other occasions. Other attempts, also starting from an implicitly causal modeling, denote placebo effects as effects that occur owing to a non-active intervention [40].

It seems to me that only the semiotic definition can solve the puzzle: placebo effects are real physiological effects. But they are not caused by a physical intervention but arise from the intrinsic meaning-making of an active organism that interacts with the environment. The placebo effect actually reinvests patients with their original dignity as agents. Every other notional attempt has led to a definitorial conundrum. Using a mechanistic paradigm in pharmacological testing works quite well on average. But here we also see paradoxes and problems arise that point to a common denominator. Patients are agents. Because this is so, therapeutic components are not simply additive. Depending on the context, non-specific effects—the shorthand notion I use here to denote effects that are seen as a consequence of placebo procedures—may be more important than specific ones and even outmarch them. This can be illustrated by what I have called the efficacy paradox.

4. THE EFFICACY PARADOX
The Efficacy Paradox was introduced a while ago as a thought experiment to illustrate the potential importance of such non-specific effects [41,42]. It is illustrated in figure 3. Suppose we have two different placebo-controlled trials in the same condition. Suppose treatment $x$ has a difficulty showing superiority over its placebo in an adequately powered trial. We would then say treatment $x$ is not efficacious, because it failed to show superiority over placebo. Suppose treatment $y$ has actually shown superiority over its placebo and was significantly better than placebo $y$. We would then call treatment $y$ efficacious. Now it could happen that the overall effect of treatment $x$ is larger than that of treatment $y$. Hence, a non- efficacious treatment could be more effective than an efficacious one. This is, because the non-specific component,
i.e. the placebo effect, might vary between trials. It might even be the case that placebo $x$ produces effects larger than real treatment $y$. In this situation, we have a real paradox: an efficacious, evidence-based treatment might be less effective than a ‘placebo’. It is normally assumed that placebo effects are comparatively stable across trials and document a kind of generic background noise. I think we need to conceptualize these effects as more dynamic. They reflect the meaning response, and this might be quite different, dependent on the meaning an intervention creates, for individual patients or depending on particular contexts and circumstances.

At the time I thought about this paradox it was purely hypothetical. Meanwhile, the three large German acupuncture trials have yielded empirical evidence that this paradox can actually be real, and they pose major epistemological challenges to interpretation. All of them tested acupuncture against sham acupuncture and the best-evidence conventional standard that was supposed to be superior and well covered by clinical trial evidence. This active comparator was not just ‘treatment as usual’ but the best that conventional medicine could muster at the time, according to German guidelines, designed and expected to be clearly superior to placebo and at least as effective as real acupuncture. The three trials were identical in design and covered migraine prophylaxis, osteoarthritis and chronic low back pain. Acupuncture was semi-individualized. Sham acupuncture was flat needling of non-acupuncture points that had been agreed upon as inactive by a panel of experts. Two of the trials [43,44] showed that acupuncture and sham acupuncture are indistinguishable, but both were clinically nearly twice as effective—with statistical significance, of course—as conventional medicine. The third trial [45] showed that all three arms were roughly equal. A recent US study confirmed these results in low back pain, only that here as sham, the authors used tooth picks that were just put on the skin, i.e. without penetration, and the active comparator was not the best-available conventional therapy but ‘usual care’ [46]. Also, here all the acupuncture arms, including the sham, were indistinguishable from each other but all were clinically and statistically superior to usual care.

These results obviously mean that what has been depicted in the Efficacy Paradox can, at times, become true. What does this mean for treatment? Clearly, if we were to stick blindly to the pharmacological paradigm, we would have to claim that sham acupuncture is better than some of the best of clinically tested, evidence-based interventions in these diagnoses. Intuitively, nobody does that, since we recognize that in certain situations special interventions, such as acupuncture, carry meanings that may outweigh the meaning-cum-pharmacology of other treatments for certain types of patients. But this clearly shows that meaning can be more important than material causation or pharmacology.

(a) Why does the paradox arise? What does this mean for methodology?

The paradox arises, because we make two unwarranted assumptions. We assume that the placebo control controls for background noise that is comparatively uniform across patient groups and interventions, at least for certain types of disease categories. The contrary is true: it is highly variable and it can, at times, be larger than specific effects. It is highly dependent on context. For instance, the same intervention, paracetamol, was twice as effective when tested against another active ingredient than when tested against placebo [47–49]. Naproxen given as a mere bedside medication to alleviate pain in cancer patients was only half as effective than when given to the same type of patients within the context of a clinical trial, and it was less effective than the respective placebo of the controlled trial [50]. One of the first trials of second-generation serotonin agonists to treat acute migraine pain was unable to show an effect over and above placebo [51]. Why? Because it was also compared with sumatriptan, the first generation serotonin agonist that had already been shown to be effective, and because the placebo group was much smaller than the two active comparator groups. Hence, patients knew that their likelihood to receive placebo was only 1:16, and they were expecting active treatment more often than not. In a meta-analysis it was shown that the higher the likelihood of receiving active treatment in unbalanced designs the larger the placebo effect in trials [52]. These are only a few striking examples how context modifies the otherwise known efficacy of an active pharmacological ingredient. This demonstrates that those context effects of meaning are more than just a nasty by-product. They are central because they can be just as big as the effects produced by the pharmacological or therapeutic agents themselves.

The paradox arises because we normally see efficacy only in terms of differences between active and control condition. For patients, however, the important measure is the absolute effect they can get from any intervention. They do not care whether the
intervention is carried by a strong pharmacological agent or by a weak intervention such as homeopathy or acupuncture. They are only interested in the overall effect. This can sometimes be strong despite the fact that controlled trials have shown no or only marginally important specific effects, exactly because the meaning that is carried by an intervention can do the therapy just as well as the active ingredients in other types of interventions. This is strikingly exemplified by homoeopathic therapy of chronic headaches. In controlled trials, it was very difficult to show any specific effect of homoeopathy at all over placebo [53–55]. In a careful epidemiological observational study, effects of the very same intervention are massive, nearly 2.5 standard deviation difference after two years compared with initial status [56]. To negate these effects by saying they are ‘only’ placebo does not really do justice to patients’ reality. One would have to say that these effects are obviously effects owing to the meaning the treatment has for those patients who chose that intervention.

(b) Methodological consequences: the circular model

Methodologically speaking this situation points to an important consequence: evidence-based medicine (EBM) obviously cannot only be built on placebo-controlled trial evidence and the effect sizes meta-analytically derived from such trials. Why not? Because these trials neglect, by design and default, all individual meaning. They are only asking about the pharmacological or causally specific net effect an intervention has. This is valuable information, but it is not the only information that is interesting for patients, purchasers and providers.

EBM cannot even be built on randomized trials only, although, theoretically speaking, such trials give unbiased estimates of effect sizes vis-à-vis other active treatments. Why not? All randomized studies, by default, have to exclude the agency of the patient, since only those patients can be randomized that consent to being allocated and hence that consent to giving up the choice of what should be their treatment. In other words, randomized studies can only be done, by design and default, on a subgroup of patients, namely those who do not really care what their treatment should be or who are willing to delegate the decision about their treatment to a physician or a computer system. Thus, knowledge coming from such trials, worthwhile though it might be, can only be applied to this particular group of patients. In cases where new treatments are being introduced this might be an option. But whenever treatments have come to be imbued by meaning, studying an intervention through patients that do not care which one they might get strips the meaning off treatments. Many complex interventions, whether they are traditional treatments or modern surgical procedures, are laden with meaning, and to strip this meaning can mean reducing these interventions to mere shadows. Would this mean they are ineffective? Probably not. They are only ineffective from a certain perspective.

Thus, study designs are implicitly linked to certain perspectives. These perspectives express typical questions, and these questions are again typical examples of certain interests and speak to particular stakeholders. This is where different interests come into play. Purchasers may wish for cheap interventions that do not create a lot of follow-up costs. Patients want their problems gone, no matter how, and they do not want a lot of other problems to follow from the interventions. Academicians are interested in the specific effects and mechanisms. And regulators insist on specific effects being demonstrated should a new intervention be reimbursed by public money. Health technology assessment (HTA) agencies want to see that the therapeutic effects come at reasonable costs and that the effect sizes produced are worth the public money. Thus, every perspective demands different viewpoints. And each viewpoint is in fact the call for a different methodology. What patients want can be answered by well conducted large epidemiological cohort studies over a long period of time. They can show us what the chances of durable improvement for a certain type of patient under a certain treatment are and what the costs and side effects are involved. What academicians want to know has to be answered in experimental models, in vitro or in vivo. The outcomes of such studies are largely irrelevant for patients or regulators. What regulators want normally demands placebo-controlled trials. What HTA requires is often a mix of studies and very often randomized comparisons against best evidence active interventions. Thus, these different perspectives, and the different importance the meaning response has for certain stakeholder groups, points to the fact that one simple methodological model would not do. Rather, the different methodologies have to complement each other in order to represent the whole.

This is, why we have proposed a circular model of methodology instead of a hierarchical one [57]. Such a circular model acknowledges the fact that each methodology has strengths and weaknesses, and that no method has the answer to all questions that are important. While a hierarchical approach, stipulating that only randomized trial evidence and the meta-analytic compression of evidence-derived thereof is good evidence, the circular approach argues for even handedness. What is good evidence depends on the question. And what type of evidence informs us about effectiveness depends on the perspective taken.

If we want to have the knowledge to answer a patient’s question on whether an intervention will have a high likelihood of relieving him or her from suffering at comparatively low cost and with little side effects, it is evidence from large cohort studies that we need. These studies, however, would not be able to tell us whether this intervention is likely to be better than an established standard or some other intervention. It will be comparative studies that are necessary for that. Randomized comparison trials will tell us whether interventions differ, but only for patients that are indifferent as to which treatment they are being offered. As soon as preference comes into play comparisons will need to be conducted with groups of patients that choose their treatments. And so forth. In that sense, the meaning effect and its importance points us to the multi farious nature of evidence. There is no simple answer to the question: is an
intervention effective? The answer is: it depends. It will depend on the circumstances, on the context, on the choice of the patient and on the meaning which the intervention has for a certain type of patient. Hence we will have to acknowledge, as a consequence of the importance of the meaning response, that only a mix of research methods tackling the question from different perspectives and complementing each other in a circular fashion will be able to give us the full picture.

The metaphor of a circle transports the meaning that methods and outcomes are of equal value. The importance does not lie in an intrinsic marker, such as research design, but in the fit with a certain question and a certain perspective. The fact that a majority of researchers and regulators still opt for the outcomes of randomized, ideally placebo-controlled trials, is a sign that the importance of the individual meaning of an intervention has not really been universally adopted. Research around the placebo effect, however, has been highlighting exactly the importance of individual meaning of interventions. It is not a logically consistent option to take into consideration the findings from placebo research and not think carefully about the concepts of efficacy, effectiveness and research methodology.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The placebo effect, or meaning response, thus points us to the lacunae of our knowledge. It makes obvious where our modern mechanistic pharmacological paradigm fails. It fails where it neglects the meaning that an intervention has for an agent. Individual meaning is probably relevant for most therapeutic situations in medicine, because medicine deals with humans, and humans have experiences, have histories and are meaning makers. The meaning response teaches us to think of patients in terms of agents and of interventions in terms of complex actions that have certain types of meanings that are not necessarily amenable to manipulation and that are not necessarily uniform across patients. The meaning response, as a consequence, teaches us that our notions of efficacy and the methodology to demonstrate and pinpoint efficacy are insufficient. Thus, the very method that used placebos to get rid of the placebo effect has produced the insight that we cannot get rid of it, except we change the method and the notion. And if we do that we do not get rid of the placebo effect, we see it as the most important and most powerful ally of the doctor in the quest for cure: the meaning response that encapsulates the power of patients to heal themselves.

My work on placebo effects has profited immensely from discussions I had over the years with Wayne Jonas, who also supported me and my group financially through funds from the Samueli Institute. Currently my position is supported by Heel Pharmaceuticals Baden-Baden, Germany. This does not constitute a conflict of interest, as this company believes in the specificity of their products.

ENDNOTES

1 An active therapeutic ingredient could be anything that influences pathological processes, such as an acupuncture needle, a surgical intervention, a physiotherapeutic or chiropractic handling, etc.

2 The term ‘freedom’ here does of course not refer to conscious choices, for some of those reactions will be automated and unconscious. Nevertheless, semiotics points to the many degrees of freedom a system has to react to signs. And in that sense ‘freedom’ has to be seen as an array of options a system chooses from to react.
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Placebo controls: historical, methodological and general aspects

Harald Walach

In the second paragraph of §2, the year ‘1784’ should replace ‘1884’ to read ‘This led to the Académie Française conducting an official trial in 1784, the first one in history where blinding was employed’.